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Eyes-free Target Acquisition During Walking in Immersive Mixed
Reality
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Abstract—Reaching towards out-of-sight objects during walking is a common task in daily life, however the same task can be
challenging when wearing immersive Head-Mounted Displays (HMD). In this paper, we investigate the effects of spatial reference
frame, walking path curvature, and target placement relative to the body on user performance of manually acquiring out-of-sight targets
located around their bodies, as they walk in a spatial-mapping Mixed Reality (MR) environment wearing an immersive HMD. We found
that walking and increased path curvature negatively affected the overall spatial accuracy of the performance, and that the performance
benefited more from using the torso as the reference frame than the head. We also found that targets placed at maximum reaching
distance yielded less error in angular rotation and depth of the reaching arm. We discuss our findings with regard to human walking
kinesthetics and the sensory integration in the peripersonal space during locomotion in immersive MR. We provide design guidelines
for future immersive MR experience featuring spatial mapping and full-body motion tracking to provide better embodied experience.

Index Terms—Mixed Reality, Virtual Reality, Target Acquisition, Motion Tracking, Proprioception, Locomotion, Sensory Integration

1 INTRODUCTION

In daily life, we can easily reach and grab objects near our bodies during
locomotion even without looking at them—for example, pulling a ticket
out of the rear pocket while boarding a bus or reaching for the phone
to change a song while jogging. These tasks demand the unconscious
integration of vision and proprioception to infer our movement velocity
in relation to the external environment and the awareness of the loca-
tions of different body parts relative to each other. However, the ability
to perform these tasks is hindered in immersive mixed reality (MR):
our vision is replaced by the rendering of the virtual environment (VE)
through the head-mounted display (HMD), while proprioception from
the moving limbs remains unaltered. This challenge is further increased
by the fact that in a VE, users are no longer restricted to placing targets
on the body, but rather, they are free to place them anywhere around
the body and anchor them to any body part.

As a motivating example, consider a hypothetical blueprint-editing
application that uses the entire room as the canvas for controller-free
interaction with motion tracking (Figure 1). The engineers are able to
grab different tools surrounding them while walking to the locations of
interest, as they rely on vision of the VE to know their own locations
and rely on proprioception to direct their hands towards the intended
tools, which are anchored to their bodies in the space out of the limited
field-of-view (FoV). Compared with menu-based interaction, this ar-
rangement enables faster acquisition relying on proprioception while
users direct their visual attention on the task. Additionally, it saves the
extra head movement for finding targets around the body to overcome
the limited FoV, minimising motion sickness [26]. Being able to accu-
rately locate body parts during locomotion in immersive VE helps with
any field of application featuring body movement tracking. For exam-
ple, players of first-person shooting games can quickly trigger weapons
equipped around their avatars in the VE while fixating their gaze on the
enemy and moving around to dodge attacks. Similarly, choreographers
would be able to design experimental performances in immersive VE
while relying on the dancers’ bodily perception for their movement
quality. In this work, we identify three design factors and investigate
their effect on the performance of eyes-free target acquisition.
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Fig. 1. Motivating use case: A room-scale blueprint-editing interface
enables engineers to grab and use the tools surrounding them during
walking. The engineer in the figure grabbed the measurement tool with
the right hand as he looked at an area at his upper-left side, while his
right hand being occupied by holding physical document. This interface
allows the engineer to always keep their attention focused on the task.

During eyes-free target acquisition tasks, our motor control mech-
anism responds to stimuli within the Peripersonal Space (PPS)—a
multi-sensory representation of the reachable space around different
parts of the body [46]. Previous works have found that we adaptively
use different parts of the body, such as the face and the torso, as a
reference frame for the PPS according to the stimuli [47]. Because the
perception of vision and proprioception are separated when wearing an
immersive HMD, it is unclear whether accurate target acquisition bene-
fits more from using the head or the torso as the reference frame for
perceiving the spatial layout of the targets within the PPS, notably when
their orientations can differ up to 25° when walking along a curved
path [10]. Apart from increased head rotation, body movements asso-
ciated with different locomotion patterns, such as lateral oscillations
of the body due to the gait rhythm and restricted arm swings during
reaching actions, can further hinder performance. Finally, though re-
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search on PPS has found that people are able to perceive the locations
of their hands more accurately when they are closer to the body [22],
other evidence suggests that the increased rotation of the joint angles
makes it more challenging to accurately locate near-body objects than
using the stretched-out arm to acquire objects at reaching distance
while relying on proprioception [32]. Thus, target placement in near-
versus far-PPS is another potential factor affecting the performance of
eyes-free target acquisition.

In this paper, we investigate the effect of reference frame of the
PPS, locomotion patterns that update the PPS, and target placement
relative to the boundary of the PPS on user performance for manually
acquiring out-of-sight targets located in their PPS, as they walk in a
spatial-mapping MR environment wearing an immersive HMD. We
found that locomotion negatively affected the spatial accuracy of the
task, especially when the curvature of the walking path increased. We
also found that the overall user performance benefited more from using
the torso as the reference frame than from using the head, while target
placement at maximum reaching distance yielded better angular- and
depth-accuracy of the acquisition. We contribute an understanding of
the sensory integration mechanism behind eyes-free target acquisition
during walking in immersive MR, and provide design guidelines for
future immersive MR experience featuring spatial mapping and full-
body motion tracking.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Eyes-Free Spatial Interaction in MR
The reachable space around the body—the peripersonal space (or PPS)—
is an important region for mixed reality (MR) and other mid-air gestural
interfaces. Most modern HMDs, such as the HoloLens1 and Magic
Leap2 include some form of motion tracking and/or gesture recog-
nition, enabling manual interaction in the PPS. Previous work has
envisioned using the PPS as a ‘wearable information space’ in MR
where virtual content is rendered through an HMD following users’
body movement—as if it is ‘worn’ by them [4]. For instance, Ens
et al. proposed the Personal Cockpit, a spatial MR interface where
users manually select virtual windows fixed around their bodies and
rendered through the HMD. Users were able to reduce 40% of the
time spent for task-switching using this pointing technique than using
traditional gestural methods [16]. Thanks to their proprioception and
spatial memory, users are able to achieve many tasks that rely on the
accurate perception of the locations of their hands in space such as
dancing and juggling, with or without looking [9]. This ability shows
the potential of accurate target acquisition within the ‘wearable’ PPS in
an eyes-free manner [34].

As an intuitive input technique, eyes-free interaction has been stud-
ied in various types of applications. One instance is the case of Virtual
Shelves, which allowed users to open applications on their smartphones
by pointing them towards specific directions relative to their bodies
without visual aid. Their evaluation showed that users were able to
learn and remember the angular locations in space after practice [31].
In another study, Yan et al. found that eyes-free target acquisition in
Virtual Reality (VR) was faster than the eyes-engaged method and pro-
vided satisfying accuracy in distinguishing angular differences between
targets with less fatigue and sickness [55]. Cockburn et al. proposed Air
Pointing, an interaction technique potentially supporting spatial target
acquisition in MR by pointing a controlling device in different virtual
cubical grids allocated in space. They found that the performance of ac-
quisition was better when there was only one layer of objects around the
body than when multiple targets were aligned along the depth axis [9].

Whereas these works similarly found that users are able to distin-
guish angular differences between invisible around-body objects with
training, they also suggest that users’ depth perception may not be as
accurate for the same task. Lubos et al. presented and evaluated a spa-
tial interaction method for VR that leveraged joint-centred kinespheres.
A kinesphere is the kinematics equivalent to the reachable PPS around
joints, such as shoulder, elbow, and wrist. They found that targets

1https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens/hololens1-basic-usage
2https://developer.magicleap.com/en-us/learn/guides/design-gesture

placed on the boundary of the kinespheres of the joints yielded better
performance than at locations closer to the body [32]. However, pre-
vious works have also found that spatial perception is generally more
accurate when targets are closer to the body in the PPS and that more
extreme joint positions are overestimated [42, 53]. It is thus unclear
if the benefits of placing targets at maximum reaching distance with
minimum bending of the arm would outweigh the benefit of placing
targets closer to the body in more comfortable and accessible positions
of users’ own choices. In this work, we investigate this effect of target
placement with varying distance relative to the body on eyes-free target
acquisition performance in the context of walking in immersive MR.

2.2 Target Acquisition During Walking in Immersive MR
As real walking has not been universally available in VR or immersive
MR until recently, most research on locomotion in those environments
has been based on substitutive walking interfaces devised to simulate
real walking, including traditional or omnidirectional treadmills [11,
12, 48], stepping or leaning motions [27], and redirected walking [40].
Whereas the embodied sensation of self-motion is naturally experienced
in real walking, none of the substitutive technologies provide a sensory
experience as compelling [14, 49]. This is because a realistic walking
experience involves body movements other than direct translation, such
as rhythmic oscillations and lateral movements of the body naturally
induced by the whole-body stepping motion and arm swings [10,29,33].

Though contributing to realistic embodied experience, these body
movements can also hinder the concurrent performance of tasks that
demand accuracy of body movement in the space. For instance, we
unconsciously swing our arms during walking to compensate forward
stepping motions of the lower limbs. Previous works on walking dynam-
ics have found that to maintain gait stability, deliberate modification
of arm-swing amplitude affects the walking velocity and the energy
expenditure of the walking movement [15, 33, 51]. When people reach
toward targets around them during walking, the movements of the
reaching arms are superimposed over natural arm swings [7]. Conse-
quently, the reaching movement changes concurrent movement patterns
of the torso and the lower limbs, such as the stride length, the walking
speed, and the rhythmic oscillation of the body [7,8]. Additionally, this
modulation of whole-body movement can be further complicated by
concurrent walking and turning, when the rhythmic body oscillations
are shifted inward in relation to the walking path, causing increased
angular acceleration and decreased velocity of the body [10]. In this
work, we compare user performance of manual target acquisition during
standing-still and walking with different path curvatures.

Walking-induced body movements have specific effects on how we
update our spatial perception during turning. Previous works have
found that in order to maintain gaze stability during walking and turn-
ing, the head turns towards the inner part of the walking path more than
the torso does for as much as 25° [10,29]. The effect of this discrepancy
between head- and torso-orientation during walking and turning is am-
plified in immersive MR environments because it adds to the difference
between how head- and torso- movements are perceived. When wear-
ing an immersive HMD, the wearer predominantly perceives their own
head movements by seeing the corresponding changes in their view
of the virtual environment through the HMD, while they perceive the
movements of the torso and the limbs through their proprioception [3].
Previous works have found that the PPS can be centred around different
body parts such as the torso and the face, and that the body-part-centred
coordinates provide the general solution to sensory-motor integration
that guide users in locating the sensory stimuli around them [22,28]. To
sum up, the literature suggests that using different frames of reference,
i.e. head-centred or body-centred, may have different impact on the
accuracy of locating targets in the PPS in the context of immersive
MR. We identify this inherent problem and compare the accuracy of
eyes-free target acquisition between using the head and using the torso
as reference frame of the targets around the user’s body during walking.

2.3 Sensory Integration in the Peripersonal Space
The term “peripersonal space” denotes a mental representation of the
space around users’ bodies that guide their motor actions as a motor-

Fig. 2. Study Setup: (a) participant performing target acquisition (grasping gesture) while walking in the tracked space; (b) reflective position-tracking
markers attached on the immersive HMD and on the gloves, and (c,d) on the front- and back-side of the participant’s torso.

to-sensory pathway for the construction of object and space perception
within reachable distance [28,43,44]. During walking, the PPS gets con-
stantly updated following the movements of different parts of the body
as a real-time map to guide action toward reachable objects [22, 24].
Because the construction of the PPS relies on multi-sensory informa-
tion, we must understand how movement-induced change in sensory
information from different modalities are integrated by the brain before
we can understand how and why the movements of different parts of
the body involved in the walking and reaching behaviour may affect
target acquisition performance [6].

We rely on vision and proprioception for perceiving both egocentric
and allocentric spatial information. Vision provides us with movement
information relative to the environment such as the direction of the
movement and of the head, in the form of optic flow—the temporal
change in vision following head- and eye-movement [52]. Proprio-
ception provides us with the sense of locations of and relative move-
ments between different parts of our bodies where sensory receptors
are located [50]. Previous works have found that human perception
of self-motion relies on the integration of visual and proprioceptive
feedback [20, 35, 36]. It has also been found that arm positions are rep-
resented in the primate brain by integrating visual and proprioceptive
information onto the same neurons which respond to the felt positions
of the arms when they are out-of-sight [21].

When vision and proprioception are in conflict while perceiving
movement, they are integrated following a weighted model depend-
ing on the reliability of each modality in the specific context [17–19].
Previous works have found that proprioception dominates visual in-
formation in those conflicting situations, and that optic flow by itself
almost always have worse performance than proprioception in terms
of perceiving walking/turning speed, distance travelled, body orien-
tation, and spatial interaction in real and immersive virtual environ-
ments [1,18,25,30,39]. In immersive MR, the processing of visual and
proprioceptive sensory information are separated due to the HMD worn
by users. To better understand the mechanisms behind how eyes-free
target acquisition performance is affected by the factors of interest, we
discuss our results with regards to previous works on sensory integra-
tion within the PPS.

In this work, we investigate the effects of target placement, reference
frame, and walking path curvature on the performance of eyes-free
target acquisition in immersive MR. We compare the performance be-
tween the condition where participants grasped targets located at their
maximum reaching distance and the condition where participants were
allowed to move the targets closer to their bodies in more comfortable
positions within a small range. We further compare the performance
between the contexts of standing-still, rectilinear walking (i.e. straight
line) and curvilinear walking (8-shaped path). We also compare the
performance between using the head and using the torso as reference
frame for placing the targets around the user’s body. With the dis-
cussion of our results, we offer insights as to how sensory integration
during walking in immersive MR affects our spatial perception of the
interactive space around us.

Rectlinear Path

Curvilinear Path (1m radius)
Movement Area (4m x 4m)

Fig. 3. Diagram showing the walking paths in the tracked lab space.
Participants walked following a cue which moved diagonally back and
forth between two corners of the movement area during RECTILINEAR
walking, and in circular motion during CURVILINEAR walking.

3 METHOD

We designed and conducted a study to investigate the effect of reference
frames, locomotion patterns, and target placements on eyes-free target
acquisition during walking in a spatial-mapping immersive MR environ-
ment. The study was conducted under the approval of the University’s
Human Ethics Committee.

3.1 Study Design
Previous work has evaluated the performance of eyes-free target acqui-
sition in immersive VE with participants sitting and standing still [55].
Performing the same task during walking in immersive MR envi-
ronment adds to the task complexity the movements naturally in-
duced by walking, and the separated perceptions of head and body
movement as a result of walking motions of the torso and the lower
limbs [7, 8, 15, 33, 51]. Additionally, the difference between the spatial
orientations of the head and the torso increases with the curvature of
the walking path [10, 29]. Consequently, users may adaptively use
their head or torso as the spatial reference frame that they perceive the
targets to be rotating around [22, 28]. Further, previous works have
found that whereas proprioception-based spatial perception within the
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search on PPS has found that people are able to perceive the locations
of their hands more accurately when they are closer to the body [22],
other evidence suggests that the increased rotation of the joint angles
makes it more challenging to accurately locate near-body objects than
using the stretched-out arm to acquire objects at reaching distance
while relying on proprioception [32]. Thus, target placement in near-
versus far-PPS is another potential factor affecting the performance of
eyes-free target acquisition.

In this paper, we investigate the effect of reference frame of the
PPS, locomotion patterns that update the PPS, and target placement
relative to the boundary of the PPS on user performance for manually
acquiring out-of-sight targets located in their PPS, as they walk in a
spatial-mapping MR environment wearing an immersive HMD. We
found that locomotion negatively affected the spatial accuracy of the
task, especially when the curvature of the walking path increased. We
also found that the overall user performance benefited more from using
the torso as the reference frame than from using the head, while target
placement at maximum reaching distance yielded better angular- and
depth-accuracy of the acquisition. We contribute an understanding of
the sensory integration mechanism behind eyes-free target acquisition
during walking in immersive MR, and provide design guidelines for
future immersive MR experience featuring spatial mapping and full-
body motion tracking.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Eyes-Free Spatial Interaction in MR
The reachable space around the body—the peripersonal space (or PPS)—
is an important region for mixed reality (MR) and other mid-air gestural
interfaces. Most modern HMDs, such as the HoloLens1 and Magic
Leap2 include some form of motion tracking and/or gesture recog-
nition, enabling manual interaction in the PPS. Previous work has
envisioned using the PPS as a ‘wearable information space’ in MR
where virtual content is rendered through an HMD following users’
body movement—as if it is ‘worn’ by them [4]. For instance, Ens
et al. proposed the Personal Cockpit, a spatial MR interface where
users manually select virtual windows fixed around their bodies and
rendered through the HMD. Users were able to reduce 40% of the
time spent for task-switching using this pointing technique than using
traditional gestural methods [16]. Thanks to their proprioception and
spatial memory, users are able to achieve many tasks that rely on the
accurate perception of the locations of their hands in space such as
dancing and juggling, with or without looking [9]. This ability shows
the potential of accurate target acquisition within the ‘wearable’ PPS in
an eyes-free manner [34].

As an intuitive input technique, eyes-free interaction has been stud-
ied in various types of applications. One instance is the case of Virtual
Shelves, which allowed users to open applications on their smartphones
by pointing them towards specific directions relative to their bodies
without visual aid. Their evaluation showed that users were able to
learn and remember the angular locations in space after practice [31].
In another study, Yan et al. found that eyes-free target acquisition in
Virtual Reality (VR) was faster than the eyes-engaged method and pro-
vided satisfying accuracy in distinguishing angular differences between
targets with less fatigue and sickness [55]. Cockburn et al. proposed Air
Pointing, an interaction technique potentially supporting spatial target
acquisition in MR by pointing a controlling device in different virtual
cubical grids allocated in space. They found that the performance of ac-
quisition was better when there was only one layer of objects around the
body than when multiple targets were aligned along the depth axis [9].

Whereas these works similarly found that users are able to distin-
guish angular differences between invisible around-body objects with
training, they also suggest that users’ depth perception may not be as
accurate for the same task. Lubos et al. presented and evaluated a spa-
tial interaction method for VR that leveraged joint-centred kinespheres.
A kinesphere is the kinematics equivalent to the reachable PPS around
joints, such as shoulder, elbow, and wrist. They found that targets

1https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens/hololens1-basic-usage
2https://developer.magicleap.com/en-us/learn/guides/design-gesture

placed on the boundary of the kinespheres of the joints yielded better
performance than at locations closer to the body [32]. However, pre-
vious works have also found that spatial perception is generally more
accurate when targets are closer to the body in the PPS and that more
extreme joint positions are overestimated [42, 53]. It is thus unclear
if the benefits of placing targets at maximum reaching distance with
minimum bending of the arm would outweigh the benefit of placing
targets closer to the body in more comfortable and accessible positions
of users’ own choices. In this work, we investigate this effect of target
placement with varying distance relative to the body on eyes-free target
acquisition performance in the context of walking in immersive MR.

2.2 Target Acquisition During Walking in Immersive MR
As real walking has not been universally available in VR or immersive
MR until recently, most research on locomotion in those environments
has been based on substitutive walking interfaces devised to simulate
real walking, including traditional or omnidirectional treadmills [11,
12, 48], stepping or leaning motions [27], and redirected walking [40].
Whereas the embodied sensation of self-motion is naturally experienced
in real walking, none of the substitutive technologies provide a sensory
experience as compelling [14, 49]. This is because a realistic walking
experience involves body movements other than direct translation, such
as rhythmic oscillations and lateral movements of the body naturally
induced by the whole-body stepping motion and arm swings [10,29,33].

Though contributing to realistic embodied experience, these body
movements can also hinder the concurrent performance of tasks that
demand accuracy of body movement in the space. For instance, we
unconsciously swing our arms during walking to compensate forward
stepping motions of the lower limbs. Previous works on walking dynam-
ics have found that to maintain gait stability, deliberate modification
of arm-swing amplitude affects the walking velocity and the energy
expenditure of the walking movement [15, 33, 51]. When people reach
toward targets around them during walking, the movements of the
reaching arms are superimposed over natural arm swings [7]. Conse-
quently, the reaching movement changes concurrent movement patterns
of the torso and the lower limbs, such as the stride length, the walking
speed, and the rhythmic oscillation of the body [7,8]. Additionally, this
modulation of whole-body movement can be further complicated by
concurrent walking and turning, when the rhythmic body oscillations
are shifted inward in relation to the walking path, causing increased
angular acceleration and decreased velocity of the body [10]. In this
work, we compare user performance of manual target acquisition during
standing-still and walking with different path curvatures.

Walking-induced body movements have specific effects on how we
update our spatial perception during turning. Previous works have
found that in order to maintain gaze stability during walking and turn-
ing, the head turns towards the inner part of the walking path more than
the torso does for as much as 25° [10,29]. The effect of this discrepancy
between head- and torso-orientation during walking and turning is am-
plified in immersive MR environments because it adds to the difference
between how head- and torso- movements are perceived. When wear-
ing an immersive HMD, the wearer predominantly perceives their own
head movements by seeing the corresponding changes in their view
of the virtual environment through the HMD, while they perceive the
movements of the torso and the limbs through their proprioception [3].
Previous works have found that the PPS can be centred around different
body parts such as the torso and the face, and that the body-part-centred
coordinates provide the general solution to sensory-motor integration
that guide users in locating the sensory stimuli around them [22,28]. To
sum up, the literature suggests that using different frames of reference,
i.e. head-centred or body-centred, may have different impact on the
accuracy of locating targets in the PPS in the context of immersive
MR. We identify this inherent problem and compare the accuracy of
eyes-free target acquisition between using the head and using the torso
as reference frame of the targets around the user’s body during walking.

2.3 Sensory Integration in the Peripersonal Space
The term “peripersonal space” denotes a mental representation of the
space around users’ bodies that guide their motor actions as a motor-

Fig. 2. Study Setup: (a) participant performing target acquisition (grasping gesture) while walking in the tracked space; (b) reflective position-tracking
markers attached on the immersive HMD and on the gloves, and (c,d) on the front- and back-side of the participant’s torso.

to-sensory pathway for the construction of object and space perception
within reachable distance [28,43,44]. During walking, the PPS gets con-
stantly updated following the movements of different parts of the body
as a real-time map to guide action toward reachable objects [22, 24].
Because the construction of the PPS relies on multi-sensory informa-
tion, we must understand how movement-induced change in sensory
information from different modalities are integrated by the brain before
we can understand how and why the movements of different parts of
the body involved in the walking and reaching behaviour may affect
target acquisition performance [6].

We rely on vision and proprioception for perceiving both egocentric
and allocentric spatial information. Vision provides us with movement
information relative to the environment such as the direction of the
movement and of the head, in the form of optic flow—the temporal
change in vision following head- and eye-movement [52]. Proprio-
ception provides us with the sense of locations of and relative move-
ments between different parts of our bodies where sensory receptors
are located [50]. Previous works have found that human perception
of self-motion relies on the integration of visual and proprioceptive
feedback [20, 35, 36]. It has also been found that arm positions are rep-
resented in the primate brain by integrating visual and proprioceptive
information onto the same neurons which respond to the felt positions
of the arms when they are out-of-sight [21].

When vision and proprioception are in conflict while perceiving
movement, they are integrated following a weighted model depend-
ing on the reliability of each modality in the specific context [17–19].
Previous works have found that proprioception dominates visual in-
formation in those conflicting situations, and that optic flow by itself
almost always have worse performance than proprioception in terms
of perceiving walking/turning speed, distance travelled, body orien-
tation, and spatial interaction in real and immersive virtual environ-
ments [1,18,25,30,39]. In immersive MR, the processing of visual and
proprioceptive sensory information are separated due to the HMD worn
by users. To better understand the mechanisms behind how eyes-free
target acquisition performance is affected by the factors of interest, we
discuss our results with regards to previous works on sensory integra-
tion within the PPS.

In this work, we investigate the effects of target placement, reference
frame, and walking path curvature on the performance of eyes-free
target acquisition in immersive MR. We compare the performance be-
tween the condition where participants grasped targets located at their
maximum reaching distance and the condition where participants were
allowed to move the targets closer to their bodies in more comfortable
positions within a small range. We further compare the performance
between the contexts of standing-still, rectilinear walking (i.e. straight
line) and curvilinear walking (8-shaped path). We also compare the
performance between using the head and using the torso as reference
frame for placing the targets around the user’s body. With the dis-
cussion of our results, we offer insights as to how sensory integration
during walking in immersive MR affects our spatial perception of the
interactive space around us.

Rectlinear Path

Curvilinear Path (1m radius)
Movement Area (4m x 4m)

Fig. 3. Diagram showing the walking paths in the tracked lab space.
Participants walked following a cue which moved diagonally back and
forth between two corners of the movement area during RECTILINEAR
walking, and in circular motion during CURVILINEAR walking.

3 METHOD

We designed and conducted a study to investigate the effect of reference
frames, locomotion patterns, and target placements on eyes-free target
acquisition during walking in a spatial-mapping immersive MR environ-
ment. The study was conducted under the approval of the University’s
Human Ethics Committee.

3.1 Study Design
Previous work has evaluated the performance of eyes-free target acqui-
sition in immersive VE with participants sitting and standing still [55].
Performing the same task during walking in immersive MR envi-
ronment adds to the task complexity the movements naturally in-
duced by walking, and the separated perceptions of head and body
movement as a result of walking motions of the torso and the lower
limbs [7, 8, 15, 33, 51]. Additionally, the difference between the spatial
orientations of the head and the torso increases with the curvature of
the walking path [10, 29]. Consequently, users may adaptively use
their head or torso as the spatial reference frame that they perceive the
targets to be rotating around [22, 28]. Further, previous works have
found that whereas proprioception-based spatial perception within the
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Fig. 4. Illustration of target positions: (a) front view; (b) top view; (c) left
view; (d) perspective view with target numbers.

Fig. 5. Targets in the VE: (a) practice round in PRESET and in (b)
CUSTOM with visible targets and hands (yellow spheres). The contours
of the participant are only displayed here for illustration.

peripersonal space benefit stimuli closer to the body, manually acquir-
ing targets at maximum reaching distance benefits from smaller joint
angles and increased neural strength and reliability [32, 38, 42, 53].
However, it is unclear how the addition of walking, the head-torso ori-
entation difference induced by the variation in the path curvature, and
the target placement with different distances to the body would affect
the performance (Euclidean and angular distances between locations
of targets and acquisition points in the 3D space) of eyes-free target
acquisition in immersive MR.

We investigated these effects by employing a 3× 2× 2 repeated-
measures design with three factors: LOCOMOTION, REFERENCE
FRAME, and PLACEMENT. We compared performance across three
levels of LOCOMOTION patterns: STILL when participants completed
the tasks standing still, RECTILINEAR for when participants walked in
a straight line, and CURVILINEAR for when participants walked around
a curve shaped like the number 8. We also compared the acquisition
performance with different REFERENCE FRAMES: HEAD where the
around-body targets rotate following the spatial orientation of the head,
and TORSO where the targets rotate following the orientation of the
torso (Figure 6). We investigated the PLACEMENT with two levels:
PRESET where targets are located at participants’ maximum reaching
distance, and CUSTOM where participants chose the distance to the
targets themselves, while the angular locations of the target relative to
the body remained the same as in the PRESET condition (Figure 5).

Previous works measured the accuracy of locating targets within
the PPS by measuring the Euclidean error of target acquisition and the
perceived target distance [28, 38]. To quantify the target acquisition
performance, we first measured EUCLIDEAN OFFSET, and then sepa-
rated it into HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET, VERTICAL ANGULAR
OFFSET, and REACH OFFSET to investigate the individual effects of
these components, and to gather an in-depth understanding of how the
representation of the PPS is updated as an integral space during walking
in different patterns [37].
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Fig. 6. While the targets are always anchored around the centre of the
torso, they rotate differently when using the torso (a) or the head (b) as
the reference frame.

3.2 Experimental setup
The study took place within a 4m×4m area in a 6m×6m lab space
covered by OptiTrack motion tracking cameras (Figure 2a). Participants
wore an Oculus Go3 wireless HMD and a pair of Manus VR gloves4.
Participants selected objects with whole-hand grasping gestures tracked
by the gloves, resembling how we interact with real-world objects. We
attached 19 reflective markers on the front and the top of the HMD,
on the front and back of participants’ bodies with velcro straps, and
on the VR gloves, to track the locations and orientations of their head,
torso, and hands independently (Figure 2). In the VE, participants’
torso locations were defined by the middle point between the two
reflective markers attached to the front and back of their torsos. Their
torso orientations were defined as the 3D vector pointing from the
back marker to the front marker. Participants’ head locations were
calibrated at approximately the mid-point between the eyes, and their
head orientations were defined as the orientation of the tracked HMD.
Hand locations were tracked with the markers attached on the gloves.
We measured the distance between the marker and the centre of the
palm when a grasping gesture was performed. We calibrated the hand
location represented in the OptiTrack system by shifting it from the
marker location to the centre of the hand in the distance measured.

We built the VE using Unity 3D (Figure 5). We mapped the 4m×4m
tracked area in the lab with a 1:1 relationship to the virtual environment
(Figure 3). We masked the environment with a skybox and a ground
material without prominent visual landmarks to avoid providing partic-
ipants with additional spatial references. We instructed participants to
follow a target cue (a number floating at the height of the participants’
chest) that moved back and forth between the two footprints on the
ground in the RECTILINEAR condition, and moved along the brown
path printed on the ground in the CURVILINEAR walking condition,
following the same cue. We designed the walking path in the CURVI-
LINEAR condition to be a “infinity” shape to balance the number of
left and right turns and to trigger a lasting and steady neural stimuli for
the brain to perceive a curved path [10]. Participants were instructed
to maintain their walking velocity during the walking conditions while
they perform the tasks. In each task condition, the cue prompted par-
ticipants with the number of the target to be acquired. The target cue
moved at a constant velocity of 0.7m/s in the walking conditions and
remained still at the centre of the room in the STILL condition. The
velocity was chosen after trials of different moving speeds of the cue
for participants to follow in pilot studies. Participants reported this
velocity as the most comfortable without noticeable motion sickness.

We measured participants’ shoulder widths and arm lengths, and
calculated their shoulder locations relative to the tracker on the torso.
The targets were anchored at the distance of participants’ shoulder-
width on the left and right side of the forward orientation, which was
the head or torso orientation when using each as the reference frame
(Figure 4). This was to accurately lay out the targets at maximum
reaching distance around the shoulder joints, and to minimise the error
caused by unintended head or torso rotation induced by arm movement,
as supported by previous work [16]. The 12 targets were labelled L1 to
L6 (left) and R1 to R6 (right). The radius of the spheres rendered for
representing the targets was 0.1m. Placement details of the targets are

3https://www.oculus.com/go/
4https://manus-vr.com/prime-one-gloves/

illustrated in Figure 4. The target locations were chosen to be within
reachable PPS, but out of the field of view (FoV) of the Oculus Go and
most other popular VR HMDs5. Participants were informed that the
targets will remain invisible during the tasks.

3.3 Participants

We recruited 24 participants (12F/12M) with a mean age of 24.3
years (Min = 19,Max = 43,SD = 6.38) through university mailing
lists. Among these, 19 participants (79%) reported prior experience
with MR. For each participant, the study lasted approximately one hour
on average, and they each received $10 AUD gift card for their time.

3.4 Procedure

We welcomed participants upon their arrival and introduced the purpose
of our study. Participants read and signed a consent form, reported
their demographic data, and their previous mixed reality experience.
We informed participants that they might experience simulator sickness
during the study and that they were free to pause or withdraw from the
study at any point in time without any negative consequences. Next, we
fitted the Oculus Go and the reflective markers on the participants. After
fitting and calibrating the Manus VR gloves through the procedure in
their software interface, we measured the participants’ shoulder widths
and arm lengths to calculate the shoulder locations to centre the targets
around. Following, we briefly demonstrated the practice round and
the tasks to the participants in the VE to make sure that they fully
understood the tasks.

Participants learned the locations of the targets in a practice round
before the tasks by grasping them with their hands by making the yellow
balls representing their hands overlap with the balls representing the
targets (0.05m error allowed). During the practice round, participants
were able to see their hands and the targets around their bodies rendered
in front of where they stood, to learn the locations of the targets by
grasping them with their hands (Figure 5). The colour of the target
changed from clear to pink after a participant successfully grasped it,
along with a beeping sound confirming the correct acquisition. The
locations where participants grasped were remembered by the system
as the new locations of the targets to account for the errors (within
the 0.05m range) of participants’ initial grasps. Following, we showed
participants how the targets rotated differently when using the head and
torso as a reference frame, and they practised under both conditions.
We asked participants to remember the locations of their hands relative
to their bodies as they grasped the targets correctly to recall and grasp
them again later [13, 34]. Participants learned the target locations by
grasping them one by one. In PRESET, the locations of the targets
were fixed at participants’ approximate arms’ lengths. The targets
were of the same sizes as the spheres representing the hands (Figure
5c). In CUSTOM, the targets were shown as larger areas (0.2m radius)
around the target locations in PRESET in the initial practice round
before tasks. Participants were instructed to grasp anywhere within the
areas to confirm the new target locations. For example, if a participant
grasped anywhere inside target L1, it would shrink to the size of the
hand sphere and remain at the new location relative to the participant’s
body throughout later tasks in CUSTOM.

We started the study once participants were clear on the tasks. We
balanced the order of the tasks between the three factors using a Latin
Square. Their task was to grasp out-of-sight virtual targets located
around participants’ bodies that followed them as they moved around
the tracked space. Participants repeated the tasks three times for the ap-
pearance of each different cue number. The 12 target numbers appeared
following a random order. No feedback was provided during the tasks
to indicate correct or wrong acquisition, as we aimed to understand
users’ natural performance instead of improving their performance
during the task.

5110° was found to be the upper limit of the FoV of most popular HMDs in:
https://benchmarks.ul.com/compare/best-vr-headsets

4 RESULTS

We collected 10,368 data points in total (24 participants × 2 PLACE-
MENT levels × 2 REFERENCE FRAME levels × 3 LOCOMOTION levels
× 12 targets × 3 repetitions). We discarded error trials (246 trials,
2.4%) in which participants reacted to the cue with the wrong hand.
Due to the nature of our measurement being Euclidean/Angular offset
between target position and acquisition position, we were not able to
distinguish between large acquisition errors and acquiring the wrong
target with the correct hand. To minimise the effect of the trials in
which participants made such mistakes, we removed outliers (164 trials,
1.6%) in which the Euclidean distance between the target position and
the acquisition position was above three standard deviations from the
mean (mean+3sd.). As a result, 410 data points (4.0%) were discarded,
leaving 9,958 data points for analysis.

We applied the Aligned Rank Transform (ART) on the data after
identifying non-normal distribution of residuals [2, 54]. Next, we
performed a factorial ANOVA on each response variable and post hoc
pairwise comparisons with Holm–Bonferroni adjustment to analyse the
acquisition accuracy. We present measures of response variables and all
the statistically significant interaction effects in the following sections.
For HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET, VERTICAL ANGULAR OFFSET
and REACH OFFSET, we measured the absolute values as performance
error regardless of the directions (i.e., up/down for vertical angular
distance and close/far for reach offset). We present the average of the
directional offsets as signed values to aid the interpretation of the results.
We also measured and compared reaction time across all conditions but
did not find any significant result. We present the results with Figure
7-18, in which the error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.

4.1 Euclidean offset

As a measure of the overall accuracy of the target acquisition
performance, we define EUCLIEAN OFFSET as the Euclidean dis-
tance between the target and the acquisition locations in metres.
For the main effect of REFERENCE FRAME (F1,9923.1 = 34.9, p <
.001), the offset in TORSO (mean = 0.226,sd = 0.11) was signifi-
cantly smaller than in HEAD (mean = 0.238,sd = 0.12). For the
main effect of LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.3 = 88.6, p < .001), the off-
set in STILL (mean = 0.211,sd = 0.10) was significantly smaller
(p < .001) than in RECTILINEAR (mean = 0.240,sd = 0.12), which
is significantly smaller (p < .05) than in CURVILINEAR (mean =
0.247,sd = 0.12) (Figure 7). The significant interaction effects were
PLACEMENT:REFERENCE FRAME (F1,9923.1 = 4.9, p < .05), PLACE-
MENT:LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.1 = 6.0, p < .01) (Figure 8), and PLACE-
MENT:REFERENCE FRAME:LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.1 = 4.4, p < .05)
(Figure 9). For PLACEMENT:LOCOMOTION, post-hoc pairwise compar-
ison showed that CURVILINEAR was significantly different (p < .01)
from STILL and RECTILINEAR (Figure 8).
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Fig. 7. EUCLIEAN OFFSET between the targets and the acquisition
locations in 3D space.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of target positions: (a) front view; (b) top view; (c) left
view; (d) perspective view with target numbers.

Fig. 5. Targets in the VE: (a) practice round in PRESET and in (b)
CUSTOM with visible targets and hands (yellow spheres). The contours
of the participant are only displayed here for illustration.

peripersonal space benefit stimuli closer to the body, manually acquir-
ing targets at maximum reaching distance benefits from smaller joint
angles and increased neural strength and reliability [32, 38, 42, 53].
However, it is unclear how the addition of walking, the head-torso ori-
entation difference induced by the variation in the path curvature, and
the target placement with different distances to the body would affect
the performance (Euclidean and angular distances between locations
of targets and acquisition points in the 3D space) of eyes-free target
acquisition in immersive MR.

We investigated these effects by employing a 3× 2× 2 repeated-
measures design with three factors: LOCOMOTION, REFERENCE
FRAME, and PLACEMENT. We compared performance across three
levels of LOCOMOTION patterns: STILL when participants completed
the tasks standing still, RECTILINEAR for when participants walked in
a straight line, and CURVILINEAR for when participants walked around
a curve shaped like the number 8. We also compared the acquisition
performance with different REFERENCE FRAMES: HEAD where the
around-body targets rotate following the spatial orientation of the head,
and TORSO where the targets rotate following the orientation of the
torso (Figure 6). We investigated the PLACEMENT with two levels:
PRESET where targets are located at participants’ maximum reaching
distance, and CUSTOM where participants chose the distance to the
targets themselves, while the angular locations of the target relative to
the body remained the same as in the PRESET condition (Figure 5).

Previous works measured the accuracy of locating targets within
the PPS by measuring the Euclidean error of target acquisition and the
perceived target distance [28, 38]. To quantify the target acquisition
performance, we first measured EUCLIDEAN OFFSET, and then sepa-
rated it into HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET, VERTICAL ANGULAR
OFFSET, and REACH OFFSET to investigate the individual effects of
these components, and to gather an in-depth understanding of how the
representation of the PPS is updated as an integral space during walking
in different patterns [37].
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Fig. 6. While the targets are always anchored around the centre of the
torso, they rotate differently when using the torso (a) or the head (b) as
the reference frame.

3.2 Experimental setup
The study took place within a 4m×4m area in a 6m×6m lab space
covered by OptiTrack motion tracking cameras (Figure 2a). Participants
wore an Oculus Go3 wireless HMD and a pair of Manus VR gloves4.
Participants selected objects with whole-hand grasping gestures tracked
by the gloves, resembling how we interact with real-world objects. We
attached 19 reflective markers on the front and the top of the HMD,
on the front and back of participants’ bodies with velcro straps, and
on the VR gloves, to track the locations and orientations of their head,
torso, and hands independently (Figure 2). In the VE, participants’
torso locations were defined by the middle point between the two
reflective markers attached to the front and back of their torsos. Their
torso orientations were defined as the 3D vector pointing from the
back marker to the front marker. Participants’ head locations were
calibrated at approximately the mid-point between the eyes, and their
head orientations were defined as the orientation of the tracked HMD.
Hand locations were tracked with the markers attached on the gloves.
We measured the distance between the marker and the centre of the
palm when a grasping gesture was performed. We calibrated the hand
location represented in the OptiTrack system by shifting it from the
marker location to the centre of the hand in the distance measured.

We built the VE using Unity 3D (Figure 5). We mapped the 4m×4m
tracked area in the lab with a 1:1 relationship to the virtual environment
(Figure 3). We masked the environment with a skybox and a ground
material without prominent visual landmarks to avoid providing partic-
ipants with additional spatial references. We instructed participants to
follow a target cue (a number floating at the height of the participants’
chest) that moved back and forth between the two footprints on the
ground in the RECTILINEAR condition, and moved along the brown
path printed on the ground in the CURVILINEAR walking condition,
following the same cue. We designed the walking path in the CURVI-
LINEAR condition to be a “infinity” shape to balance the number of
left and right turns and to trigger a lasting and steady neural stimuli for
the brain to perceive a curved path [10]. Participants were instructed
to maintain their walking velocity during the walking conditions while
they perform the tasks. In each task condition, the cue prompted par-
ticipants with the number of the target to be acquired. The target cue
moved at a constant velocity of 0.7m/s in the walking conditions and
remained still at the centre of the room in the STILL condition. The
velocity was chosen after trials of different moving speeds of the cue
for participants to follow in pilot studies. Participants reported this
velocity as the most comfortable without noticeable motion sickness.

We measured participants’ shoulder widths and arm lengths, and
calculated their shoulder locations relative to the tracker on the torso.
The targets were anchored at the distance of participants’ shoulder-
width on the left and right side of the forward orientation, which was
the head or torso orientation when using each as the reference frame
(Figure 4). This was to accurately lay out the targets at maximum
reaching distance around the shoulder joints, and to minimise the error
caused by unintended head or torso rotation induced by arm movement,
as supported by previous work [16]. The 12 targets were labelled L1 to
L6 (left) and R1 to R6 (right). The radius of the spheres rendered for
representing the targets was 0.1m. Placement details of the targets are

3https://www.oculus.com/go/
4https://manus-vr.com/prime-one-gloves/

illustrated in Figure 4. The target locations were chosen to be within
reachable PPS, but out of the field of view (FoV) of the Oculus Go and
most other popular VR HMDs5. Participants were informed that the
targets will remain invisible during the tasks.

3.3 Participants

We recruited 24 participants (12F/12M) with a mean age of 24.3
years (Min = 19,Max = 43,SD = 6.38) through university mailing
lists. Among these, 19 participants (79%) reported prior experience
with MR. For each participant, the study lasted approximately one hour
on average, and they each received $10 AUD gift card for their time.

3.4 Procedure

We welcomed participants upon their arrival and introduced the purpose
of our study. Participants read and signed a consent form, reported
their demographic data, and their previous mixed reality experience.
We informed participants that they might experience simulator sickness
during the study and that they were free to pause or withdraw from the
study at any point in time without any negative consequences. Next, we
fitted the Oculus Go and the reflective markers on the participants. After
fitting and calibrating the Manus VR gloves through the procedure in
their software interface, we measured the participants’ shoulder widths
and arm lengths to calculate the shoulder locations to centre the targets
around. Following, we briefly demonstrated the practice round and
the tasks to the participants in the VE to make sure that they fully
understood the tasks.

Participants learned the locations of the targets in a practice round
before the tasks by grasping them with their hands by making the yellow
balls representing their hands overlap with the balls representing the
targets (0.05m error allowed). During the practice round, participants
were able to see their hands and the targets around their bodies rendered
in front of where they stood, to learn the locations of the targets by
grasping them with their hands (Figure 5). The colour of the target
changed from clear to pink after a participant successfully grasped it,
along with a beeping sound confirming the correct acquisition. The
locations where participants grasped were remembered by the system
as the new locations of the targets to account for the errors (within
the 0.05m range) of participants’ initial grasps. Following, we showed
participants how the targets rotated differently when using the head and
torso as a reference frame, and they practised under both conditions.
We asked participants to remember the locations of their hands relative
to their bodies as they grasped the targets correctly to recall and grasp
them again later [13, 34]. Participants learned the target locations by
grasping them one by one. In PRESET, the locations of the targets
were fixed at participants’ approximate arms’ lengths. The targets
were of the same sizes as the spheres representing the hands (Figure
5c). In CUSTOM, the targets were shown as larger areas (0.2m radius)
around the target locations in PRESET in the initial practice round
before tasks. Participants were instructed to grasp anywhere within the
areas to confirm the new target locations. For example, if a participant
grasped anywhere inside target L1, it would shrink to the size of the
hand sphere and remain at the new location relative to the participant’s
body throughout later tasks in CUSTOM.

We started the study once participants were clear on the tasks. We
balanced the order of the tasks between the three factors using a Latin
Square. Their task was to grasp out-of-sight virtual targets located
around participants’ bodies that followed them as they moved around
the tracked space. Participants repeated the tasks three times for the ap-
pearance of each different cue number. The 12 target numbers appeared
following a random order. No feedback was provided during the tasks
to indicate correct or wrong acquisition, as we aimed to understand
users’ natural performance instead of improving their performance
during the task.

5110° was found to be the upper limit of the FoV of most popular HMDs in:
https://benchmarks.ul.com/compare/best-vr-headsets

4 RESULTS

We collected 10,368 data points in total (24 participants × 2 PLACE-
MENT levels × 2 REFERENCE FRAME levels × 3 LOCOMOTION levels
× 12 targets × 3 repetitions). We discarded error trials (246 trials,
2.4%) in which participants reacted to the cue with the wrong hand.
Due to the nature of our measurement being Euclidean/Angular offset
between target position and acquisition position, we were not able to
distinguish between large acquisition errors and acquiring the wrong
target with the correct hand. To minimise the effect of the trials in
which participants made such mistakes, we removed outliers (164 trials,
1.6%) in which the Euclidean distance between the target position and
the acquisition position was above three standard deviations from the
mean (mean+3sd.). As a result, 410 data points (4.0%) were discarded,
leaving 9,958 data points for analysis.

We applied the Aligned Rank Transform (ART) on the data after
identifying non-normal distribution of residuals [2, 54]. Next, we
performed a factorial ANOVA on each response variable and post hoc
pairwise comparisons with Holm–Bonferroni adjustment to analyse the
acquisition accuracy. We present measures of response variables and all
the statistically significant interaction effects in the following sections.
For HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET, VERTICAL ANGULAR OFFSET
and REACH OFFSET, we measured the absolute values as performance
error regardless of the directions (i.e., up/down for vertical angular
distance and close/far for reach offset). We present the average of the
directional offsets as signed values to aid the interpretation of the results.
We also measured and compared reaction time across all conditions but
did not find any significant result. We present the results with Figure
7-18, in which the error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.

4.1 Euclidean offset

As a measure of the overall accuracy of the target acquisition
performance, we define EUCLIEAN OFFSET as the Euclidean dis-
tance between the target and the acquisition locations in metres.
For the main effect of REFERENCE FRAME (F1,9923.1 = 34.9, p <
.001), the offset in TORSO (mean = 0.226,sd = 0.11) was signifi-
cantly smaller than in HEAD (mean = 0.238,sd = 0.12). For the
main effect of LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.3 = 88.6, p < .001), the off-
set in STILL (mean = 0.211,sd = 0.10) was significantly smaller
(p < .001) than in RECTILINEAR (mean = 0.240,sd = 0.12), which
is significantly smaller (p < .05) than in CURVILINEAR (mean =
0.247,sd = 0.12) (Figure 7). The significant interaction effects were
PLACEMENT:REFERENCE FRAME (F1,9923.1 = 4.9, p < .05), PLACE-
MENT:LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.1 = 6.0, p < .01) (Figure 8), and PLACE-
MENT:REFERENCE FRAME:LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.1 = 4.4, p < .05)
(Figure 9). For PLACEMENT:LOCOMOTION, post-hoc pairwise compar-
ison showed that CURVILINEAR was significantly different (p < .01)
from STILL and RECTILINEAR (Figure 8).
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Fig. 7. EUCLIEAN OFFSET between the targets and the acquisition
locations in 3D space.
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Fig. 9. Three-way interaction effects in EUCLIEAN OFFSET. The plot is
separated in the three LOCOMOTION patterns: STILL (left), RECTILINEAR
(middle), and CURVILINEAR (right).

4.2 Reach offset

To measure the offset between the perceived and the actual distance
in metres between the targets and the participants’ bodies, we define
REACH OFFSET as the absolute difference between the Torso-Target
Euclidean distance and the Torso-Acquisition Euclidean distance. We
found that for PLACEMENT (F1,9924.0 = 144.1, p < .001), the offset in
PRESET (mean = 0.083,sd = 0.07) was significantly smaller than in
CUSTOM (mean = 0.102,sd = 0.08). For LOCOMOTION (F2,9924.1 =
17.5, p < .001), the offset in STILL (mean = 0.087,sd = 0.07) is signif-
icantly smaller than in RECTILINEAR (p < 0.001,mean = 0.095,sd =
0.08) and in CURVILINEAR (p< 0.001,mean= 0.095,sd = 0.07) (Fig-
ure 10). We present the signed average of torso-target distance minus
torso-acquisition distance to help interpret the results (Figure 11).
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Fig. 10. The absolute difference between the torso-target Euclidean
distance and the torso-acquisition Euclidean distance.
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Fig. 12. The absolute horizontal angular difference between the target
locations and the acquisition locations around participants’ bodies in
Euler angle degrees.

4.3 Horizontal Angular offset
We define HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET as the absolute hori-
zontal Euler angular difference between the target locations and the
acquisition locations around participants’ torsos. For the main ef-
fect of PLACEMENT (F1,9923.2 = 10.5, p < .01), the offset in PRESET
(mean= 17.087,sd = 13.73) was significantly smaller than in CUSTOM
(mean = 18.332,sd = 14.82). For REFERENCE FRAME (F1,9923.1 =
40.6, p < .001), the offset in TORSO (mean = 16.902,sd = 14.04)
is significantly smaller than in HEAD (mean = 18.511,sd = 14.51).
For LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.3 = 64.3, p < .001), the offset in STILL
(mean = 15.140,sd = 11.70) is significantly smaller than in REC-
TILINEAR (p < 0.001,mean = 18.651,sd = 14.97) and in CURVI-
LINEAR (p < 0.001,mean = 19.445,sd = 15.63) (Figure 12). A
two-way interaction effect was found significant in REFERENCE
FRAME:LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.2 = 4.8, p < .01) where post-hoc pair-
wise comparison showed that REFERENCE FRAME’s effect on STILL is
significantly different from that on CURVILINEAR (p< .01) (Figure 13).
We found a significant three-way interaction PLACEMENT:REFERENCE
FRAME:LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.1 = 6.2, p < .01) where post-hoc pair-
wise comparison showed that RECTILINEAR is significantly different
from CURVILINEAR (p < .01) and STILL (p < .01) in the interaction
with the other two factors (Figure 14). We presented the signed average
in Figure 15 to aid the interpretation of results.
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Fig. 13. Two-way interaction effects in HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET
between PLACEMENT and LOCOMOTION.
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4.4 Vertical Angular offset

We define VERTICAL ANGULAR OFFSET as the absolute vertical
Euler angular difference between the target locations and the ac-
quisition locations around participants’ torsos. For the main ef-
fect of PLACEMENT (F1,9923.4 = 3.9, p < .05), the offset in PRESET
(mean = 19.580,sd = 26.41) was significantly smaller than in CUS-
TOM (mean = 19.752,sd = 24.53). For the main effect of LOCO-
MOTION (F2,9923.5 = 16.1, p < .001), the offset in STILL (mean =
17.181,sd = 20.87) was significantly smaller (p < .05) than in CURVI-
LINEAR (mean = 19.941,sd = 26.16), which is significantly smaller
(p < .01) than in RECTILINEAR (mean = 21.979,sd = 28.74) (Figure
16). We found a significant interaction effect between PLACEMENT
and LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.2 = 3.3, p < .05) where post-hoc pairwise
comparison showed that PLACEMENT’s effect on CURVILINEAR is
significantly different (p < .05) from that on RECTILINEAR (Figure
17). We present the signed average in Figure 18.
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Fig. 16. The absolute vertical angular difference between the target
locations and the acquisition locations around participants’ bodies in
Euler angle degrees.
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5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the statistical results in light of previous work
on spatial interaction in immersive MR, on peripersonal space, and on
sensory integration of self-motion. We dive into how different reference
frames with head or torso, different target placements in relation to the
body, and different locomotion patterns collectively affect the spatial
perception of invisible targets within the peripersonal space and the
acquisition of them in an immersive MR environment.

5.1 Acquisition Error Induced by Walking
From the results, we found that the addition of walking negatively
impacted the spatial accuracy of eyes-free target acquisition in im-
mersive MR. This effect is likely due to the body movements gener-
ated in the walking dynamics for maintaining gaze- and gait-stability,
such as rhythmic oscillations, lateral movements, head turns, and arm
swing [10, 29, 33]. Between the two locomotion patterns, RECTILIN-
EAR yielded significantly better performance than CURVILINEAR for
the overall EUCLIEAN OFFSET, whereas the opposite was true for VER-
TICAL ANGULAR OFFSET, while no significant difference was found
for HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET and REACH OFFSET. Walking
in a curved path added the turning motion to the complexity of walk-
ing in a straight path, and consequently led to more error overall in
the acquisition task, as reflected by the difference between the two in
EUCLIEAN OFFSET.

For the opposite result found in VERTICAL ANGULAR OFFSET, we
believe that it is likely due to the restricted arms swing and associated
increase of energy expenditure. During walking and reaching, the reach-
ing motion of the arm is superimposed onto the arm swing naturally
generated in the walking motion for compensating the forward stepping
motion [7]. Previous works have found that stride length and walking
velocity are decreased to maintain gait stability when the arm swing is
manually restricted [15]. Additionally, previous works have found that
arm swing during bipedal gait serves to reduce the energy expenditure
of the whole-body walking motion by facilitating the forward move-
ment of the torso and of the lower limbs [33]. In our study, participants
could not slow down their stepping motion because they had to keep
up with following the cue, which moved at a fixed velocity. Because
participants had to spend more energy to maintain the stability of their
gait patterns (i.e., walking velocity and stride length) without the help
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(middle), and CURVILINEAR (right).

4.2 Reach offset

To measure the offset between the perceived and the actual distance
in metres between the targets and the participants’ bodies, we define
REACH OFFSET as the absolute difference between the Torso-Target
Euclidean distance and the Torso-Acquisition Euclidean distance. We
found that for PLACEMENT (F1,9924.0 = 144.1, p < .001), the offset in
PRESET (mean = 0.083,sd = 0.07) was significantly smaller than in
CUSTOM (mean = 0.102,sd = 0.08). For LOCOMOTION (F2,9924.1 =
17.5, p < .001), the offset in STILL (mean = 0.087,sd = 0.07) is signif-
icantly smaller than in RECTILINEAR (p < 0.001,mean = 0.095,sd =
0.08) and in CURVILINEAR (p< 0.001,mean= 0.095,sd = 0.07) (Fig-
ure 10). We present the signed average of torso-target distance minus
torso-acquisition distance to help interpret the results (Figure 11).
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locations and the acquisition locations around participants’ bodies in
Euler angle degrees.

4.3 Horizontal Angular offset
We define HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET as the absolute hori-
zontal Euler angular difference between the target locations and the
acquisition locations around participants’ torsos. For the main ef-
fect of PLACEMENT (F1,9923.2 = 10.5, p < .01), the offset in PRESET
(mean= 17.087,sd = 13.73) was significantly smaller than in CUSTOM
(mean = 18.332,sd = 14.82). For REFERENCE FRAME (F1,9923.1 =
40.6, p < .001), the offset in TORSO (mean = 16.902,sd = 14.04)
is significantly smaller than in HEAD (mean = 18.511,sd = 14.51).
For LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.3 = 64.3, p < .001), the offset in STILL
(mean = 15.140,sd = 11.70) is significantly smaller than in REC-
TILINEAR (p < 0.001,mean = 18.651,sd = 14.97) and in CURVI-
LINEAR (p < 0.001,mean = 19.445,sd = 15.63) (Figure 12). A
two-way interaction effect was found significant in REFERENCE
FRAME:LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.2 = 4.8, p < .01) where post-hoc pair-
wise comparison showed that REFERENCE FRAME’s effect on STILL is
significantly different from that on CURVILINEAR (p< .01) (Figure 13).
We found a significant three-way interaction PLACEMENT:REFERENCE
FRAME:LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.1 = 6.2, p < .01) where post-hoc pair-
wise comparison showed that RECTILINEAR is significantly different
from CURVILINEAR (p < .01) and STILL (p < .01) in the interaction
with the other two factors (Figure 14). We presented the signed average
in Figure 15 to aid the interpretation of results.
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Fig. 13. Two-way interaction effects in HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET
between PLACEMENT and LOCOMOTION.
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4.4 Vertical Angular offset

We define VERTICAL ANGULAR OFFSET as the absolute vertical
Euler angular difference between the target locations and the ac-
quisition locations around participants’ torsos. For the main ef-
fect of PLACEMENT (F1,9923.4 = 3.9, p < .05), the offset in PRESET
(mean = 19.580,sd = 26.41) was significantly smaller than in CUS-
TOM (mean = 19.752,sd = 24.53). For the main effect of LOCO-
MOTION (F2,9923.5 = 16.1, p < .001), the offset in STILL (mean =
17.181,sd = 20.87) was significantly smaller (p < .05) than in CURVI-
LINEAR (mean = 19.941,sd = 26.16), which is significantly smaller
(p < .01) than in RECTILINEAR (mean = 21.979,sd = 28.74) (Figure
16). We found a significant interaction effect between PLACEMENT
and LOCOMOTION (F2,9923.2 = 3.3, p < .05) where post-hoc pairwise
comparison showed that PLACEMENT’s effect on CURVILINEAR is
significantly different (p < .05) from that on RECTILINEAR (Figure
17). We present the signed average in Figure 18.
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Fig. 16. The absolute vertical angular difference between the target
locations and the acquisition locations around participants’ bodies in
Euler angle degrees.
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5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the statistical results in light of previous work
on spatial interaction in immersive MR, on peripersonal space, and on
sensory integration of self-motion. We dive into how different reference
frames with head or torso, different target placements in relation to the
body, and different locomotion patterns collectively affect the spatial
perception of invisible targets within the peripersonal space and the
acquisition of them in an immersive MR environment.

5.1 Acquisition Error Induced by Walking
From the results, we found that the addition of walking negatively
impacted the spatial accuracy of eyes-free target acquisition in im-
mersive MR. This effect is likely due to the body movements gener-
ated in the walking dynamics for maintaining gaze- and gait-stability,
such as rhythmic oscillations, lateral movements, head turns, and arm
swing [10, 29, 33]. Between the two locomotion patterns, RECTILIN-
EAR yielded significantly better performance than CURVILINEAR for
the overall EUCLIEAN OFFSET, whereas the opposite was true for VER-
TICAL ANGULAR OFFSET, while no significant difference was found
for HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET and REACH OFFSET. Walking
in a curved path added the turning motion to the complexity of walk-
ing in a straight path, and consequently led to more error overall in
the acquisition task, as reflected by the difference between the two in
EUCLIEAN OFFSET.

For the opposite result found in VERTICAL ANGULAR OFFSET, we
believe that it is likely due to the restricted arms swing and associated
increase of energy expenditure. During walking and reaching, the reach-
ing motion of the arm is superimposed onto the arm swing naturally
generated in the walking motion for compensating the forward stepping
motion [7]. Previous works have found that stride length and walking
velocity are decreased to maintain gait stability when the arm swing is
manually restricted [15]. Additionally, previous works have found that
arm swing during bipedal gait serves to reduce the energy expenditure
of the whole-body walking motion by facilitating the forward move-
ment of the torso and of the lower limbs [33]. In our study, participants
could not slow down their stepping motion because they had to keep
up with following the cue, which moved at a fixed velocity. Because
participants had to spend more energy to maintain the stability of their
gait patterns (i.e., walking velocity and stride length) without the help
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of arm swing, less energy was preserved for the reaching motion of the
arm. As a result, the end points of the acquisition hands were much
lower in RECTILINEAR as it induced more forward velocity, which
competed for energy with the action of raising the arm.

This is further evidenced by the reduced effect of the restricted
arm swing in the CURVILINEAR condition, as the forward velocity
was decreased for additional angular velocity towards the walking di-
rection [10]. Our observation of the signed average of VERTICAL
ANGULAR OFFSET supports our argument, as the acquisition locations
were observably much lower than target locations in RECTILINEAR
more than the other locomotion patterns (Figure 18). Further, the sig-
nificant interaction between PLACEMENT and LOCOMOTION indicated
that this difference is more in CUSTOM than in PRESET (Figure 17). We
argue that this is due to the benefit from proprioception in PRESET with
less bending of the reaching arm. We discuss the effect of PLACEMENT
further in the following section.

5.2 Effect of Target Placement in Near vs Far PPS

Previous works have found that spatial perception in the PPS is more
accurate for targets closer to the body and that more extreme joint
positions get overestimated [42, 53]. However, another study in VR
found that target acquisition was more accurate when the targets were
placed at arm’s length [32]. In this paper, we investigated this question
by comparing the performance of eyes-free target acquisition between
two conditions where participants were either instructed to learn and
grasp invisible targets placed at their arms’ lengths (PRESET), or were
allowed to place the targets by themselves at more comfortable and
easier locations within a small buffer zone during the practice round
(CUSTOM) (Figure 5).

We found a statistically significant effect of PLACEMENT in the
measures of REACH OFFSET, HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET, and
VERTICAL ANGULAR OFFSET: performance in PRESET was always
better than CUSTOM. To interpret these results, we start with REACH
OFFSET, the absolute difference between target-torso distance and
acquisition-torso distance. We expected participants to place the targets
closer to their bodies in CUSTOM when they had the agency to do
so, since the targets were forced to be placed at their arms’ lengths in
PRESET when their arms were stretched out, and they could not have
reached further away from their bodies. We can infer this trend from
the directional average reach distance in Figure 11, which indicated that
the acquisitions were taken at locations closer to the body in CUSTOM
much more than in PRESET.

Reflecting upon previous works, we argue that the performance was
better in PRESET than in CUSTOM because the stretched-out arms dur-
ing the reaching motions caused less bending of the joints in the former
condition than in the latter. We argue that previous evidence, which are
in favour of better performance closer to the body, are less applicable
in the case of performing target acquisition during walking in 3D space,
because those experiments were conducted on a 2D tabletop while in a
seated context. On the other hand, the evidence from the work of Lubos
et al. [32], which found more accurate target acquisition at arm’s length,
was conducted in a similar setting of immersive VR, despite the absence
of locomotion. They found that manually reaching towards and acquir-
ing targets at reaching distance with stretched arms turns accurately
locating targets from a 3D-complexity task to a 2D-complexity task by
minimising the bending of joints. Previous works have also found that
active elbow movement generates more disruption of proprioception
due to the extra noise in the sensory-motor signal, which leads to an
overestimation of arm position [23]. We argue that in the context of
walking and reaching in a 3D environment, eyes-free acquisition error
in the depth dimension between the body and the target is minimised
when targets are located at reaching distance because less disruption
of proprioception is induced by elbow movement, which is minimised
because of the stretched-out arms. Similarly, we argue that this benefit
is also reflected by the accuracy in height. The interaction between
PLACEMENT and LOCOMOTION in VERTICAL ANGULAR OFFSET
indicated that while the restricted arm swing potentially hindered per-
formance in RECTILINEAR comparing with CURVILINEAR, it is less
so in PRESET than in CUSTOM. We argue that this is another result of

the less disturbed proprioception overcoming the negative impact on
the acquisition performance.

5.3 Effect of Using Head or Torso as Reference Frame

Previous works have found that during walking and turning, the head
turns towards the inner part of the walking path more than the torso
does for as much as 25° [10,29]. This discrepancy in the head and torso
orientation posits a problem for perceiving the PPS during walking
in an MR environment wearing an immersive HMD. In this context,
users are only able to perceive visual information rendered through the
HMD with a lower temporal-spatial fidelity and within a limited FoV,
essentially separating the perception of vision and proprioception into
the virtual and the real environments. For instance, popular immersive
headsets HTC Vive and Oculus Rift share the same display resolution
of 1080 px×1200 px per eye, the frame rate of 90 Hz, and the FoV
of 110° 6, while human eyes are known to have a horizontal FoV of
more than 200° [45]. These limitations in the visual fidelity and in
the FoV indicate that users are not able to see their torsos or their
hands when they reach into the space out of their FoV, and that self-
motion perception becomes less reliable due to limited temporal-spatial
resolution for generating optic flow [49].

This discrepancy, as induced by the walking motions, affects the
target acquisition actions performed by the arms and hands concur-
rently. In order to accurately locate targets surrounding our bodies
within a reachable distance, we need a reliable mental representation
of the peripersonal space, where acquisition and manipulation can be
performed [28, 43, 44]. Previous works have found that in different
contexts, we adapt the representation of the PPS by using different parts
of the bodies as the spatial reference frame depending on the reliability
of their associated sensory information [22, 28]. As walking with an
immersive HMD induces the separation between visual and propriocep-
tive sensory information, it was in our interest to investigate how they
contribute to the accuracy of the concurrent spatial target acquisition
where the brain adaptively integrates the sensory information coming
from the separate modalities to form a representation of the out-of-sight
targets in the PPS using the head or the torso as the reference frame.

We found that for EUCLIEAN OFFSET and HORIZONTAL ANGU-
LAR OFFSET, using the torso as the reference frame was significantly
better than using the head, as the two conditions differ in the horizontal
rotation of the targets. We argue that participants were able to locate the
targets more accurately by relying on proprioception from their moving
hands and arms to determine the orientation of their torsos than relying
on head-rotation associated change in vision to determine the orienta-
tion of the head during concurrent rotational movements of head and
torso. This is in line with ample evidence in previous works that proprio-
ception dominates optic flow when they are in conflict for perception of
walking/turning speed, distance travelled, body orientation, and spatial
interaction in real and immersive virtual environments [1,18,25,30,39].
And consequently, this difference in accuracy was reflected in the con-
struction of the representation of the PPS, which led to the different
performances of target acquisition. However, we should not overlook
the fact that despite initially coming from separate modalities, visual
and proprioceptive sensory information end up integrated in the brain
for the representation of the PPS. Previous works have found that hu-
mans integrate visual and proprioceptive sensory feedback for spatial
perception while following a weighted model that takes into account
the relative reliability of the different sensory modalities [20, 35, 36].
Using this sensory information, we construct our representation of the
PPS to determine out-of-sight arm locations [21]. Whereas proprio-
ception provided more benefit than vision overall, the difference is not
as clear-cut when the effect of sensory integration interacts with other
factors of eyes-free target acquisition during walking, which we discuss
in the following section.

6https://benchmarks.ul.com/compare/best-vr-headsets

5.4 Interaction between Sensory Integration and Walking
Dynamics in the Construction of the PPS

We found a significant main effect of PLACEMENT in all measures but
the overall EUCLIEAN OFFSET, where we found a significant two-way
interaction effect between PLACEMENT and LOCOMOTION (Figure
8). The significant difference occurred during CURVILINEAR where
performance in CUSTOM was better than PRESET more than during the
other locomotion patterns. We argue that this is due to the increased
radius of the rotational movement of the grasping hand around the
body. As participants walked in a curved path, the rotational body
movement induced by the turning motion caused more errors in the
acquisition task, as the reaching hands rotated around the body. Since
we found that the acquisition locations were further away from the body
in PRESET due to the stretched-out arms, this increased acquisition-
body distance contributed an increased radius of the hand movements
following the rotational body movements in curvilinear walking, hence
inducing larger error.

We found another two-way interaction in EUCLIEAN OFFSET be-
tween REFERENCE FRAME and PLACEMENT where the performance
in TORSO was better than in HEAD during PRESET more than during
CUSTOM (Figure 8). As discussed previously, better performance in
PRESET was due to the undisturbed proprioception for locating out-
of-sight targets compared with the noise in the proprioceptive signal
generated by the bending joints in CUSTOM. Similarly, performance in
TORSO was better because users were relying on proprioception more
than in HEAD where the visual perception of the virtual environment
and optic flow interferes with the accurate spatial perception provided
by proprioception. Consequently, we interpret this two-way interaction
as caused by the fact that the undisturbed proprioception was maxi-
mally preserved during PRESET + TORSO. In contrast, the combined
disturbance from the bending arm joints and the virtual vision peaked
during CUSTOM + HEAD.

For HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET, we found a two-way in-
teraction between REFERENCE FRAME and LOCOMOTION, where
performance was better in TORSO than in HEAD during CURVILINEAR
more than during STILL (Figure 13). In line with previous discussions,
we argue that the difference in performance between HEAD and TORSO
was larger during walking in a curved path was because that is when
the largest discrepancy between head and torso orientation naturally
occurs as supported by previous work [10, 29].

We found two interaction effects between all three factors on EU-
CLIDEAN and HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET (Figure 9 and 14). We
interpret them together because the significance in both measures was
found in the locomotion pattern of RECTILINEAR, where performance
was better in TORSO than in HEAD when the targets were placed at
maximum reaching distance in PRESET, but not in CUSTOM. In line
with previous discussions, we interpret these three-way interactions
in light of the literature on sensory integration. Whereas significant
difference was mostly found in CURVILINEAR in previously discussed
interaction effects, we found significantly different performance during
walking in rectilinear paths from the other locomotion patterns in these
three-way interactions. Previous results suggested that the discrepancy
between the head and torso orientation was induced mostly during
curvilinear walking, not during rectilinear walking, which brings us to
the question of why performance was better when using the torso as
reference frame than when using the head during rectilinear walking.

Without the amplified rotational head movement, we argue that the
difference in performance is most likely induced by the integration of vi-
sual and proprioceptive sensory information separately perceived from
the virtual environment and from the real bodily senses, respectively.
Whereas participants walked continuously during CURVILINEAR, their
walking path during RECTILINEAR was back-and-forth between two
standing points at the boundary of the movement space (Figure 3). The
back-and-forth walking induced temporary stopping at the two standing
positions where they turned around and walked back. This temporary
halting meant that the walking motion was accelerated after each time
participants turned around and started walking again. Previous works
have found that optic flow is more accurate for the perception of forward
motion in accelerated locomotion than in locomotion with slow and

constant velocity, during which the forward motion is overestimated
for as much as 170% [41].

The accelerated forward motion during RECTILINEAR could have
made participants more reliant on vision in the sensory integration pro-
cess, as more weight would be given to optic flow due to its increased
reliability [20, 35, 36]. However, whereas this increased reliability is
presumed by the sensory integration process due to the onset of acceler-
ation, the optic flow itself may not be accurate because it was perceived
through the HMD which is limited by its resolution and FoV. On the
other hand, humans still primarily rely on proprioception, especially
in PRESET, to accurately locate targets out-of-sight despite sensory
conflict [25]. Consequently, due to the increased disturbance from optic
flow when using the head as the reference frame during RECTILINEAR,
the performance would enjoy less benefit from proprioception. Thus,
we see that RECTILINEAR caused the most sensory conflict in the con-
dition of HEAD + PRESET where optic flow and proprioception had
their respective strongest effect, consequently yielding worse perfor-
mance. Future works can delve deeper and investigate how the sensory
integration for forward motion perception is affected by wearing an
immersive HMD.

6 DESIGN GUIDELINES

In light of our findings and previous works, we provide the following
design guidelines for eyes-free target acquisition in future immersive
MR experience featuring spatial mapping and full-body motion track-
ing. We found that the body movements induced by walking negatively
affect the accuracy of eyes-free target acquisition. GL1: We recom-
mend leaving a buffer zone at the space around the exact locations
of the targets to tolerate errors. For example, consider an imaginary
interface for room-scale blueprint editing, as illustrated in Figure 1. It
enables its users to walk within the virtual environment as a 3D canvas
with spatial mapping to a physical room, to perform fine-grained selec-
tion and manipulation of elements of the blueprint. Users acquire tools
such as a magnifier by grabbing within the virtual sphere following
their bodies. Following GL1, the spheres need to become larger when
walking motion of the user is detected to tolerate potentially larger
acquisition errors.

We also found that, as a consequence of restricting arm swing, the
acquisition locations tend to be lower than the targets actual location
during forward locomotion. While the error in the height of the target
acquisitions during walking is larger than when standing still, this error
increases as the curvature of the walking path decreases. GL2: Future
designs should leave more error tolerance along the vertical axis
of the targets for acquisition tasks during forward locomotion. In
the case of the blueprint-editing interface, more error tolerance (en-
largement) should be added to the area below the actual spheres when
users perform acquisition actions while walking forward.

As the curvature of the walking path increases, the concurrent walk-
ing and turning induce a discrepancy between head and torso orientation.
We found that the eyes-free target acquisition performance is better
when using the torso as the reference frame to perceive the target loca-
tions in the space around our bodies. GL3: We advise future systems
to provide torso position tracking rather than the traditional head
tracking function whenever possible. As an example, the tools in the
blueprint-editing interface should follow the orientation of trackers at-
tached on the torso instead of the HMDs of the users. This will provide
a more reliable spatial reference frame for eyes-free target acquisition
and for users to perceive the locations of virtual content around their
bodies in general.

Finally, we found that placing targets at users’ reaching distances
helps improve eyes-free target acquisition performance due to less
bending of the reaching arm and the consequent greater benefit from
accurate proprioception. GL4: Future designs should arrange the
targets at different angular locations around the body at the fixed
distance of the approximate arm’s length to minimise target ac-
quisition error. In the case of the blueprint-editing interface, the tool
spheres should be anchored around the user’s body at the approximate
maximum reaching distance.
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of arm swing, less energy was preserved for the reaching motion of the
arm. As a result, the end points of the acquisition hands were much
lower in RECTILINEAR as it induced more forward velocity, which
competed for energy with the action of raising the arm.

This is further evidenced by the reduced effect of the restricted
arm swing in the CURVILINEAR condition, as the forward velocity
was decreased for additional angular velocity towards the walking di-
rection [10]. Our observation of the signed average of VERTICAL
ANGULAR OFFSET supports our argument, as the acquisition locations
were observably much lower than target locations in RECTILINEAR
more than the other locomotion patterns (Figure 18). Further, the sig-
nificant interaction between PLACEMENT and LOCOMOTION indicated
that this difference is more in CUSTOM than in PRESET (Figure 17). We
argue that this is due to the benefit from proprioception in PRESET with
less bending of the reaching arm. We discuss the effect of PLACEMENT
further in the following section.

5.2 Effect of Target Placement in Near vs Far PPS

Previous works have found that spatial perception in the PPS is more
accurate for targets closer to the body and that more extreme joint
positions get overestimated [42, 53]. However, another study in VR
found that target acquisition was more accurate when the targets were
placed at arm’s length [32]. In this paper, we investigated this question
by comparing the performance of eyes-free target acquisition between
two conditions where participants were either instructed to learn and
grasp invisible targets placed at their arms’ lengths (PRESET), or were
allowed to place the targets by themselves at more comfortable and
easier locations within a small buffer zone during the practice round
(CUSTOM) (Figure 5).

We found a statistically significant effect of PLACEMENT in the
measures of REACH OFFSET, HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET, and
VERTICAL ANGULAR OFFSET: performance in PRESET was always
better than CUSTOM. To interpret these results, we start with REACH
OFFSET, the absolute difference between target-torso distance and
acquisition-torso distance. We expected participants to place the targets
closer to their bodies in CUSTOM when they had the agency to do
so, since the targets were forced to be placed at their arms’ lengths in
PRESET when their arms were stretched out, and they could not have
reached further away from their bodies. We can infer this trend from
the directional average reach distance in Figure 11, which indicated that
the acquisitions were taken at locations closer to the body in CUSTOM
much more than in PRESET.

Reflecting upon previous works, we argue that the performance was
better in PRESET than in CUSTOM because the stretched-out arms dur-
ing the reaching motions caused less bending of the joints in the former
condition than in the latter. We argue that previous evidence, which are
in favour of better performance closer to the body, are less applicable
in the case of performing target acquisition during walking in 3D space,
because those experiments were conducted on a 2D tabletop while in a
seated context. On the other hand, the evidence from the work of Lubos
et al. [32], which found more accurate target acquisition at arm’s length,
was conducted in a similar setting of immersive VR, despite the absence
of locomotion. They found that manually reaching towards and acquir-
ing targets at reaching distance with stretched arms turns accurately
locating targets from a 3D-complexity task to a 2D-complexity task by
minimising the bending of joints. Previous works have also found that
active elbow movement generates more disruption of proprioception
due to the extra noise in the sensory-motor signal, which leads to an
overestimation of arm position [23]. We argue that in the context of
walking and reaching in a 3D environment, eyes-free acquisition error
in the depth dimension between the body and the target is minimised
when targets are located at reaching distance because less disruption
of proprioception is induced by elbow movement, which is minimised
because of the stretched-out arms. Similarly, we argue that this benefit
is also reflected by the accuracy in height. The interaction between
PLACEMENT and LOCOMOTION in VERTICAL ANGULAR OFFSET
indicated that while the restricted arm swing potentially hindered per-
formance in RECTILINEAR comparing with CURVILINEAR, it is less
so in PRESET than in CUSTOM. We argue that this is another result of

the less disturbed proprioception overcoming the negative impact on
the acquisition performance.

5.3 Effect of Using Head or Torso as Reference Frame

Previous works have found that during walking and turning, the head
turns towards the inner part of the walking path more than the torso
does for as much as 25° [10,29]. This discrepancy in the head and torso
orientation posits a problem for perceiving the PPS during walking
in an MR environment wearing an immersive HMD. In this context,
users are only able to perceive visual information rendered through the
HMD with a lower temporal-spatial fidelity and within a limited FoV,
essentially separating the perception of vision and proprioception into
the virtual and the real environments. For instance, popular immersive
headsets HTC Vive and Oculus Rift share the same display resolution
of 1080 px×1200 px per eye, the frame rate of 90 Hz, and the FoV
of 110° 6, while human eyes are known to have a horizontal FoV of
more than 200° [45]. These limitations in the visual fidelity and in
the FoV indicate that users are not able to see their torsos or their
hands when they reach into the space out of their FoV, and that self-
motion perception becomes less reliable due to limited temporal-spatial
resolution for generating optic flow [49].

This discrepancy, as induced by the walking motions, affects the
target acquisition actions performed by the arms and hands concur-
rently. In order to accurately locate targets surrounding our bodies
within a reachable distance, we need a reliable mental representation
of the peripersonal space, where acquisition and manipulation can be
performed [28, 43, 44]. Previous works have found that in different
contexts, we adapt the representation of the PPS by using different parts
of the bodies as the spatial reference frame depending on the reliability
of their associated sensory information [22, 28]. As walking with an
immersive HMD induces the separation between visual and propriocep-
tive sensory information, it was in our interest to investigate how they
contribute to the accuracy of the concurrent spatial target acquisition
where the brain adaptively integrates the sensory information coming
from the separate modalities to form a representation of the out-of-sight
targets in the PPS using the head or the torso as the reference frame.

We found that for EUCLIEAN OFFSET and HORIZONTAL ANGU-
LAR OFFSET, using the torso as the reference frame was significantly
better than using the head, as the two conditions differ in the horizontal
rotation of the targets. We argue that participants were able to locate the
targets more accurately by relying on proprioception from their moving
hands and arms to determine the orientation of their torsos than relying
on head-rotation associated change in vision to determine the orienta-
tion of the head during concurrent rotational movements of head and
torso. This is in line with ample evidence in previous works that proprio-
ception dominates optic flow when they are in conflict for perception of
walking/turning speed, distance travelled, body orientation, and spatial
interaction in real and immersive virtual environments [1,18,25,30,39].
And consequently, this difference in accuracy was reflected in the con-
struction of the representation of the PPS, which led to the different
performances of target acquisition. However, we should not overlook
the fact that despite initially coming from separate modalities, visual
and proprioceptive sensory information end up integrated in the brain
for the representation of the PPS. Previous works have found that hu-
mans integrate visual and proprioceptive sensory feedback for spatial
perception while following a weighted model that takes into account
the relative reliability of the different sensory modalities [20, 35, 36].
Using this sensory information, we construct our representation of the
PPS to determine out-of-sight arm locations [21]. Whereas proprio-
ception provided more benefit than vision overall, the difference is not
as clear-cut when the effect of sensory integration interacts with other
factors of eyes-free target acquisition during walking, which we discuss
in the following section.

6https://benchmarks.ul.com/compare/best-vr-headsets

5.4 Interaction between Sensory Integration and Walking
Dynamics in the Construction of the PPS

We found a significant main effect of PLACEMENT in all measures but
the overall EUCLIEAN OFFSET, where we found a significant two-way
interaction effect between PLACEMENT and LOCOMOTION (Figure
8). The significant difference occurred during CURVILINEAR where
performance in CUSTOM was better than PRESET more than during the
other locomotion patterns. We argue that this is due to the increased
radius of the rotational movement of the grasping hand around the
body. As participants walked in a curved path, the rotational body
movement induced by the turning motion caused more errors in the
acquisition task, as the reaching hands rotated around the body. Since
we found that the acquisition locations were further away from the body
in PRESET due to the stretched-out arms, this increased acquisition-
body distance contributed an increased radius of the hand movements
following the rotational body movements in curvilinear walking, hence
inducing larger error.

We found another two-way interaction in EUCLIEAN OFFSET be-
tween REFERENCE FRAME and PLACEMENT where the performance
in TORSO was better than in HEAD during PRESET more than during
CUSTOM (Figure 8). As discussed previously, better performance in
PRESET was due to the undisturbed proprioception for locating out-
of-sight targets compared with the noise in the proprioceptive signal
generated by the bending joints in CUSTOM. Similarly, performance in
TORSO was better because users were relying on proprioception more
than in HEAD where the visual perception of the virtual environment
and optic flow interferes with the accurate spatial perception provided
by proprioception. Consequently, we interpret this two-way interaction
as caused by the fact that the undisturbed proprioception was maxi-
mally preserved during PRESET + TORSO. In contrast, the combined
disturbance from the bending arm joints and the virtual vision peaked
during CUSTOM + HEAD.

For HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET, we found a two-way in-
teraction between REFERENCE FRAME and LOCOMOTION, where
performance was better in TORSO than in HEAD during CURVILINEAR
more than during STILL (Figure 13). In line with previous discussions,
we argue that the difference in performance between HEAD and TORSO
was larger during walking in a curved path was because that is when
the largest discrepancy between head and torso orientation naturally
occurs as supported by previous work [10, 29].

We found two interaction effects between all three factors on EU-
CLIDEAN and HORIZONTAL ANGULAR OFFSET (Figure 9 and 14). We
interpret them together because the significance in both measures was
found in the locomotion pattern of RECTILINEAR, where performance
was better in TORSO than in HEAD when the targets were placed at
maximum reaching distance in PRESET, but not in CUSTOM. In line
with previous discussions, we interpret these three-way interactions
in light of the literature on sensory integration. Whereas significant
difference was mostly found in CURVILINEAR in previously discussed
interaction effects, we found significantly different performance during
walking in rectilinear paths from the other locomotion patterns in these
three-way interactions. Previous results suggested that the discrepancy
between the head and torso orientation was induced mostly during
curvilinear walking, not during rectilinear walking, which brings us to
the question of why performance was better when using the torso as
reference frame than when using the head during rectilinear walking.

Without the amplified rotational head movement, we argue that the
difference in performance is most likely induced by the integration of vi-
sual and proprioceptive sensory information separately perceived from
the virtual environment and from the real bodily senses, respectively.
Whereas participants walked continuously during CURVILINEAR, their
walking path during RECTILINEAR was back-and-forth between two
standing points at the boundary of the movement space (Figure 3). The
back-and-forth walking induced temporary stopping at the two standing
positions where they turned around and walked back. This temporary
halting meant that the walking motion was accelerated after each time
participants turned around and started walking again. Previous works
have found that optic flow is more accurate for the perception of forward
motion in accelerated locomotion than in locomotion with slow and

constant velocity, during which the forward motion is overestimated
for as much as 170% [41].

The accelerated forward motion during RECTILINEAR could have
made participants more reliant on vision in the sensory integration pro-
cess, as more weight would be given to optic flow due to its increased
reliability [20, 35, 36]. However, whereas this increased reliability is
presumed by the sensory integration process due to the onset of acceler-
ation, the optic flow itself may not be accurate because it was perceived
through the HMD which is limited by its resolution and FoV. On the
other hand, humans still primarily rely on proprioception, especially
in PRESET, to accurately locate targets out-of-sight despite sensory
conflict [25]. Consequently, due to the increased disturbance from optic
flow when using the head as the reference frame during RECTILINEAR,
the performance would enjoy less benefit from proprioception. Thus,
we see that RECTILINEAR caused the most sensory conflict in the con-
dition of HEAD + PRESET where optic flow and proprioception had
their respective strongest effect, consequently yielding worse perfor-
mance. Future works can delve deeper and investigate how the sensory
integration for forward motion perception is affected by wearing an
immersive HMD.

6 DESIGN GUIDELINES

In light of our findings and previous works, we provide the following
design guidelines for eyes-free target acquisition in future immersive
MR experience featuring spatial mapping and full-body motion track-
ing. We found that the body movements induced by walking negatively
affect the accuracy of eyes-free target acquisition. GL1: We recom-
mend leaving a buffer zone at the space around the exact locations
of the targets to tolerate errors. For example, consider an imaginary
interface for room-scale blueprint editing, as illustrated in Figure 1. It
enables its users to walk within the virtual environment as a 3D canvas
with spatial mapping to a physical room, to perform fine-grained selec-
tion and manipulation of elements of the blueprint. Users acquire tools
such as a magnifier by grabbing within the virtual sphere following
their bodies. Following GL1, the spheres need to become larger when
walking motion of the user is detected to tolerate potentially larger
acquisition errors.

We also found that, as a consequence of restricting arm swing, the
acquisition locations tend to be lower than the targets actual location
during forward locomotion. While the error in the height of the target
acquisitions during walking is larger than when standing still, this error
increases as the curvature of the walking path decreases. GL2: Future
designs should leave more error tolerance along the vertical axis
of the targets for acquisition tasks during forward locomotion. In
the case of the blueprint-editing interface, more error tolerance (en-
largement) should be added to the area below the actual spheres when
users perform acquisition actions while walking forward.

As the curvature of the walking path increases, the concurrent walk-
ing and turning induce a discrepancy between head and torso orientation.
We found that the eyes-free target acquisition performance is better
when using the torso as the reference frame to perceive the target loca-
tions in the space around our bodies. GL3: We advise future systems
to provide torso position tracking rather than the traditional head
tracking function whenever possible. As an example, the tools in the
blueprint-editing interface should follow the orientation of trackers at-
tached on the torso instead of the HMDs of the users. This will provide
a more reliable spatial reference frame for eyes-free target acquisition
and for users to perceive the locations of virtual content around their
bodies in general.

Finally, we found that placing targets at users’ reaching distances
helps improve eyes-free target acquisition performance due to less
bending of the reaching arm and the consequent greater benefit from
accurate proprioception. GL4: Future designs should arrange the
targets at different angular locations around the body at the fixed
distance of the approximate arm’s length to minimise target ac-
quisition error. In the case of the blueprint-editing interface, the tool
spheres should be anchored around the user’s body at the approximate
maximum reaching distance.
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7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

To investigate users’ undisturbed performance eyes-free target acquisi-
tion in immersive MR, we did not provide feedback on their accuracy
during the study. Additionally, we designed the study to be free of
context to minimise extra cognitive load induced by the tasks. The use
of intuitive hand gestures without arbitrary feedback makes our work
instructive for a wide range of future works that evaluate similar inter-
action with variations in software and hardware settings. Future works
can investigate the effect of different types of feedback in different con-
texts, such as games and utilitarian applications, and collect subjective
feedback to aid the understanding of the performance results. We used
the grasping gesture to trigger the acquisition instead of using pointing
with fingers or with controllers to simulate the natural interaction that
we perform with real-world objects [5]. Future studies need to take
the potential effect of gesture into account if they are limited by using
controllers or certain gesture presets.

While we designed the study to investigate the potential factors
affecting target acquisition in the PPS out of the FoV, we did not com-
pare the performance of acquiring targets placed at different locations
around the body. Previous works have investigated the performance
of eyes-free target acquisition under the effect of target placement at
many different angles in VR while sitting or standing still [55]. Future
works can investigate the effect of different layouts of targets inside
and outside of the FoV, with participants wearing immersive and see-
through headsets. We did not expect any effect from hand dominance
because we designed the study to make participants perform the task
using their left and right hands for the equal number of times due to
the symmetrical target allocation. However, future works can inves-
tigate this effect to potentially help improve user experience. While
we designed the target distribution out of the FoV of most common
HMDs, variations in resolution and brightness of different HMDs may
still affect the availability and intensity of optic flow. Future works
should take this into consideration.

In this study, we investigated the different effects of rectilinear and
curvilinear walking by comparing straight walking motion against circu-
lar motion, with a constant movement velocity. It would be interesting
to explore how different path curvatures with smaller intervals (such as
10°) affect the performance differently under different walking speeds
in future work. In addition, future works can investigate the potential
effect of cognitive load induced by walking in more complex patterns
while acquiring targets in specific application contexts. Similarly, we
investigated the performance under two conditions with PLACEMENT:
when targets placed at reaching distance and when a small buffer was
allowed for participants to place the targets closer to their bodies. Fu-
ture works can investigate how different target-body distances with
smaller intervals (such as 0.1m) affect the performance. Additionally,
we applied the same walking speed, path curvatures, and the buffer size
of target placement in CUSTOM across participants. Future works can
expand the investigation to cover the effect of individual differences
such as height, arm length, and gait length.

Finally, we proposed the design guidelines based on our interpreta-
tion of the statistical findings obtained in a controlled lab setting with
close reference to previous works, However, our arguments and specu-
lations for the causes of the significant results are likely not exhaustive,
as our findings may have been partly induced by hidden factors other
than those that we investigated and discussed. Our design guidelines
apply primarily to future works in which the factors we investigated
are important to the user experience.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated user performance of eyes-free target
acquisition during walking in immersive Mixed Reality with spatial
mapping to the real environment. In a study with 24 participants, we
measured the performance of grabbing targets located outside of the
FoV of an immersive HMD. We measured the performance in the form
of the Euclidean and angular offsets and the errors in reaching distance
between the actual target locations and the locations of users’ grasp-
ing hands. We compared performance with different target placement

mechanisms, with head or torso as reference frames, and in different lo-
comotion conditions where participants stood still, walked in rectilinear
paths, or walked in curvilinear paths.

The results showed that the performance was significantly better
when targets followed users’ torso orientations than their head orien-
tations. We also found that the errors of the angular rotations and the
reaching distances of the reaching arms were smaller when the targets
were placed at users’ approximate arm lengths while benefiting from
less bending of the arms. The overall performance also demonstrated
that target acquisition was more challenging for users when they walked
in the immersive MR environment than when standing still, especially
during curvilinear locomotion. We discussed other findings in light of
related works on sensory integration and self-motion perception. With
this paper, we contribute the evaluation of an important daily task, eye-
free target acquisition during locomotion, in the context of immersive
MR. We contribute understanding of the sensory integration mecha-
nism involved in the representation and the update of the representation
of peripersonal space during walking in immersive MR. Finally, with
our findings, we provide design guidelines for future immersive MR
experience featuring spatial mapping and full-body motion tracking.
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7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

To investigate users’ undisturbed performance eyes-free target acquisi-
tion in immersive MR, we did not provide feedback on their accuracy
during the study. Additionally, we designed the study to be free of
context to minimise extra cognitive load induced by the tasks. The use
of intuitive hand gestures without arbitrary feedback makes our work
instructive for a wide range of future works that evaluate similar inter-
action with variations in software and hardware settings. Future works
can investigate the effect of different types of feedback in different con-
texts, such as games and utilitarian applications, and collect subjective
feedback to aid the understanding of the performance results. We used
the grasping gesture to trigger the acquisition instead of using pointing
with fingers or with controllers to simulate the natural interaction that
we perform with real-world objects [5]. Future studies need to take
the potential effect of gesture into account if they are limited by using
controllers or certain gesture presets.

While we designed the study to investigate the potential factors
affecting target acquisition in the PPS out of the FoV, we did not com-
pare the performance of acquiring targets placed at different locations
around the body. Previous works have investigated the performance
of eyes-free target acquisition under the effect of target placement at
many different angles in VR while sitting or standing still [55]. Future
works can investigate the effect of different layouts of targets inside
and outside of the FoV, with participants wearing immersive and see-
through headsets. We did not expect any effect from hand dominance
because we designed the study to make participants perform the task
using their left and right hands for the equal number of times due to
the symmetrical target allocation. However, future works can inves-
tigate this effect to potentially help improve user experience. While
we designed the target distribution out of the FoV of most common
HMDs, variations in resolution and brightness of different HMDs may
still affect the availability and intensity of optic flow. Future works
should take this into consideration.

In this study, we investigated the different effects of rectilinear and
curvilinear walking by comparing straight walking motion against circu-
lar motion, with a constant movement velocity. It would be interesting
to explore how different path curvatures with smaller intervals (such as
10°) affect the performance differently under different walking speeds
in future work. In addition, future works can investigate the potential
effect of cognitive load induced by walking in more complex patterns
while acquiring targets in specific application contexts. Similarly, we
investigated the performance under two conditions with PLACEMENT:
when targets placed at reaching distance and when a small buffer was
allowed for participants to place the targets closer to their bodies. Fu-
ture works can investigate how different target-body distances with
smaller intervals (such as 0.1m) affect the performance. Additionally,
we applied the same walking speed, path curvatures, and the buffer size
of target placement in CUSTOM across participants. Future works can
expand the investigation to cover the effect of individual differences
such as height, arm length, and gait length.

Finally, we proposed the design guidelines based on our interpreta-
tion of the statistical findings obtained in a controlled lab setting with
close reference to previous works, However, our arguments and specu-
lations for the causes of the significant results are likely not exhaustive,
as our findings may have been partly induced by hidden factors other
than those that we investigated and discussed. Our design guidelines
apply primarily to future works in which the factors we investigated
are important to the user experience.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated user performance of eyes-free target
acquisition during walking in immersive Mixed Reality with spatial
mapping to the real environment. In a study with 24 participants, we
measured the performance of grabbing targets located outside of the
FoV of an immersive HMD. We measured the performance in the form
of the Euclidean and angular offsets and the errors in reaching distance
between the actual target locations and the locations of users’ grasp-
ing hands. We compared performance with different target placement

mechanisms, with head or torso as reference frames, and in different lo-
comotion conditions where participants stood still, walked in rectilinear
paths, or walked in curvilinear paths.

The results showed that the performance was significantly better
when targets followed users’ torso orientations than their head orien-
tations. We also found that the errors of the angular rotations and the
reaching distances of the reaching arms were smaller when the targets
were placed at users’ approximate arm lengths while benefiting from
less bending of the arms. The overall performance also demonstrated
that target acquisition was more challenging for users when they walked
in the immersive MR environment than when standing still, especially
during curvilinear locomotion. We discussed other findings in light of
related works on sensory integration and self-motion perception. With
this paper, we contribute the evaluation of an important daily task, eye-
free target acquisition during locomotion, in the context of immersive
MR. We contribute understanding of the sensory integration mecha-
nism involved in the representation and the update of the representation
of peripersonal space during walking in immersive MR. Finally, with
our findings, we provide design guidelines for future immersive MR
experience featuring spatial mapping and full-body motion tracking.
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